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points, that is to say there are thl'ee (p3 which have a six-point
contact with a conic in B.
• From this it ensues that the locus (J of the sextactie points S is
intersected by any ray s from A in 3 points, and has triple points
in the fi ve base-points B. Between the plane pencil lS) and the
peneil ((p3) exists therefore a (3,3); for any (p3 bears lh1'ee points S.
Oonsefluently the "sextactie" CU1've (J is of order twelve. It has
a nomple -point in A, and t'l'iple points in the five single base-points.
Symbol (J12..-(A9,5B3).
Other singuJar points it c~nnot have for in genus it must answer
to (7;
for to each point of
,
. inflexion I belongs one point S and the reverse.
§ 6. A conic touching (p3 in B in five points, intersects it moreover
in a point R, whieh I shall call the l'esidual point of B. Tbe locus
Q of 1he points Tl has a quintuple point in B; the tangents fall
along the tangents of the three conies, which have, a six-point
contact in B, and along the two stationat-y tangents of the two p~,
which ha.ve tl1eir point .of contact in B.
The straight line BB intel'seets the cOl'l'esponding CUI've p3 in
the serond tangential point B' I) .. Now the ClU'\'e T~ has in B a node,
in G a triple point; on BG thel'efore lie moreovel' four points B",
so tbat Q mnst pass four times thl'ough C. As B" fUl'ther comes
thl'ice in' C, th ree points Tt lie on BG; but Q is then a curve of
order tzpelve. Of its intersections with an arbitl'al'J ",3 5 lie in B,
16 in the poims C, one in the l'esidual point of B; we conelucIe
fl'om this th at Q has a septuple point in A,
We can l'epresent it thel'efore by the symbol Ql\A7,J3 5 ,4C4 ) 2), Jt
ma)' sel've as confir~nation that the CLU've mnst be rational.

Physics. - "Ful'ther ea:perimeltts on the. moment of momentwn
e,visting in a magnet". By Dl'. W. J. DE H~AS, (Communicated
by Prof. H. A.

LORENTZ) •.

(Communicatedoin the meeting of September 25, 1915).

Int1'oduction, In a former paper on this subjeet 3) it has been
/1

remadted that the attempt to determine the sign of the effect had
pl'ovecl a failure. New expel'iments were thel'efol'e desil'able. But
1) Cf. e.g, SALMoN-FrEDLER, ibid.
2) In my paper referl'ed to above (Areh. 'leyler) I have

conside~ed the curve

p for a general pencil (cpm); any conic associates then to a point of contact
B (2m-5) residual points R lt has the symbol plOm+2 (BIG, OIO)
1<'01' the sextactic curve the symbol (i24m-27 (BI2) was found there,
8)
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and W. J.

DE HAAS,

These Proceedings, XVlII p. 696, HH5,
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besides this the importance of the observed phenomenon for the
theory of electrons and fol' oUt' knowledge of the natUl'e of magnetism sufficiently justified a repetition of the investigation. Il!: the
Berlin experiments the phenomena wel'e so mucll complicated, that
I tl'ied to find a mOl'e elegant method, by~which part of the sources
of error could be eliminated, 80 that it might surpass the fOl'mer
method in clearness and convincing power.
I have succeeded in rigorously separating the effect which I should like to caU the EINsTEIN-effect, from the secondary phenomena. This
time again I have not had in view an accurate qllantitative determination; yet it may be mentioned that the quantitati\'e agl'eement
between experiment and theol'y is quite satisfactol'Y. At the same
e

time a way is opened for a later accurate determination of -.
m

§ 1.

P1'inciple of the new met/wel.

In the - former method a cylinder th at could perfol'In torsional
vibl'ations, was brought into an alternating magnetic field of about
the same frequency as that of the free oscillations of the cylinder.
From the amplitude of the obsel'ved vibrations of the cylindE'r
the existing moment of momenturn could be calculated. As we have
seen the disturbing effects consisted in:
1. the action of the static tel'l'estrial .field on the alternating horizontal êomponents of the magnetism iJl the cylinder;
2. the action of the alternating field of the coil on the horizontal
components of the statie magnetism in the cy lindei';
3. the action of the horizontal components of the alternating field
of the coil on the alternating maglletization of the cylinder.
As we remarked al ready, we !leed not fear any distmbance by
effect 3, as it has double the frequency of the EIN8TIHN-effect. We
must keep in mind howevel', that disturbances of this kind will
appeal' as 800n as the dynamo gives e. g. an asymmetrical sinusoidal
Clll'rent. A very small asymmetry alreadyo may reach the value of
the remaining part of the telTestrial field (which is neVel' completely
compensated). An asymmetl'y of the c\ll'rent may give ri se to a
disturbing effect having the period of the free vibratiolls of the cylinder.
The chal'acteristics of the new method are the following:
lsc a very slow resonance, which enables us to investigate the
diffel'ence in phase between the effect and its cause;
2nd a complete elimination of the sources of error 2 and 3. For
thie pnl'pose the iron cylinder is not placed in the rnagnetic field
of a fixed coil, but tlle wil'e is wound on the cylinder itself, As
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under these circumstances action and reilction are acting within one
and the same solid body, the source of error 2 and eventually 3
are wholly eliminated. We may iberefore concentrate our attention
on the actions of tbe magnetic field of the e~rth.
§ 2. DeSc1'iption of the appa1Yttus.
Fig. 1 shows tbe apparatus schematically. The pl'opol'tions have
not been indicated rightly. S is the soft-iron cylinder. Length 23 cm,
thickness Q mmo Over a length of 21.5 cm it is wOllnd with enalllelled copper wire of the A. E. G. 0.08 mm thick. The whole
resistance of this wil'e and the two wires p, q throl1gh which the Cl1rrent
is led, is 320.9. pand 'q at'e silver hail' wiees of HARTMANN and
BRAUN, thickness 0.015 mw. Preliminary expel'iments proved that
they did not influence the torsion of the suspending wire 1'. The
wii'e l' is fixed to a turning disk 1,;, which makes it possible to
turn the cylinder about its \'el'tiral axis thl'ough an angle of 360°.
Beside the cy linde!' the figul'e shows a pendulurn, consisting in an
ivory balI I chal'ged with lead and suspended by a steel wi!'e eb';
'length a little below 1 m. and thickness 1/6 mmo Point ofsuspension g.

Fig. l.

If 1 oscillates, the steel wil'e alte!'nately makes contact with a
and b, two copper wil'es represented in tl'ansvel'se section and
placed about 12 cm below g. The distance between a .md b is
about 1/3 mmo Furthel' cel and de are two resistanees ot 67.5 .Q each,
through whirh the rurreni of a batte!'y of accumulators ~ows from
c to e. The fUl'ther connections are evident fl'om thc figul'e.

83
Pl'oceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam, Vol. XVIII.
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When dr makes contact with a, the <'Ul'rent flows along c,a,g,j,q,
coil, p, i, cl to e; when, on the eonll'ary, dl' touches b, the eUl'l'ent
takes the way cl,i,p,coil, q,j,g,b to e, circulating in opposite direetion
about the <'ylinder 8, so th at, the pendnillm being in motion, the
cylinder 8 is alternately magnetized in oné dirertion and the opposite one, synchronieally with the pendulum. The potential diffel'ence
between c and d, cl and e has been chosen in sncb a way, that
the cylmder is magnetized to a snffieient degree.
(
.
The torsional motion of the cylinder WitS observed with telescope
and seale.
§ 3. Compensation of the tenoest1,ial field.
The following conbiderations show of how much imporrance this
is. If the direction of the magnetization c1eviates 3' or 4' from the
vertical, the ho~izontal component amounts 10 one 1000th of the
vertical magnetization. Now a deviation of this amount may easily
OCCllr as the suspension is not accnrately eeutred and the winclings
are not laid quite regnlarlyl).
If the field of the earth were not eompensated and the hOl'izontal'
component of the magnetizatlOn were perpendicular to the magnetic
meridian, the vibrations resulting fl'om the abo\'e mentioned rause
would have an amplitude equal to 130 times that which we wlsh
to obsel've, (for the period usecl in the expel'iments).
We shal1 now descrlbe in what way a rather satisfactory compensation of the field can be reached. The compensation problem is the
same as in the case of a sensiti~e galvanometer, wUh this diffel'ence,
that here we have to cornpensate over the whole length of the
cylinder witb that of the wÎl'es pand q in addition, so that the
tel'restrial field has to be compensated in a space of bl'eadth 5 to
7 mm and length 35 to 40 mmo
In ol'der to make un estimate as to how far this may be done,
I constrncted an apparatus, whieh made it posslble to lower or to
draw up by a spider-thl'ead a light galvanometer mil'ror, to which
two smaIl strong magnets from a spring of Wolfram steel (they
were about 5 mm long) had been fixed; by this means the minor
could be placed at any point of the field that had to be compensated. The spider-thl'ead was so thin, that the mirror was sURpended
pl'actirally withollt tOl'sion, so th at only the terrestrial magnetic
couple was acting. From the period of oscillatioll it is easy to deduee,
in how far the field of the earth is eompensated. Starting from a
1) In a repetition of the experiments more attention than was possible now
would have to be paid to an accurate construction in these two respects,
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period of 0,08 second in the unrompensated field we were able to
reach over the whole lellgth of the cylinder and the leads periods
ranging from 10 to 20 seconds. Frorn this it follows that a compensation i'rom 1 to 1/4 % has been reached.
As to the arrangement used for the compensation a brief description
will suffice. In fig. 1 R, and h are resp. a frame and a hoop wound
with copper wire through which a CUlTent from. a battery of accumulatOl's was made to flow. The regnlation of the intensity of the
CUl'l'ent was effected by means of resistance boxes with shunts fol'
the finer regulation.
Wh en in this way the greater part of the eal'th-field had been
got rid of, the remaining part was compensated 111 the following way:
At a distance of about 3 m. a rather large permanent magnet
was placed at the height of the middlé of the cylinder S. This
magnet was tllrned in the horizontal plane in which it lay till the
above described apparatus had l'eached a perlOd of 20 seconds, so
that the compensation near the middle of the cylinder could be
considered as sufficient. The compensation at tbe ex!remities of the
cylinder, ho we ver, was not reached at the same time and I had
therefore further to effect it without distUl'bing that In the middle.
For this purpose small permanent magnets of equal moment were
placed in horizontal direction vel'tically above and beneath the cyhnder
(not shown in the figure). These magnets could be turned about a,
vel'tical axis and shifted in vel'tical dil'ection. To ensure the eqllality
of their magnetic moment!;, they were made of pieces of a
hardened and magnetized knitting-needle, ti'om which a bundie was
formed. By taking equal 11l1mbers of pieces of equal length equivalent rnagnets were obtained.
§ J.

Cornpensating altel'nating field.

The compemation which was reached in this way alld which we
shall denote by I was not good enough ho wever fol' sllfficiently
eliminating the souree of erl'or to which attention has been drawn
and fol' making the weak effect appeal' that was sought fol'.
In Ol'der to neu tralize the "residual field" as it will be called, the
following al'tifice was used (1I). To the Î1'on cylinder Sa sm all
magnet M (magnetized piece of a watch-spring) was fixed in horizontal direetion and a horizontal coil (the "compensating coit") was
placed with its axis along a line pel'pendicular to the magnet and
passing through it. This coil cOllld be shifted in the dirertion of
its length. The sarpe ClllTent that passed through the windings was
also made to flow through this coi!. Tt is evident thnt 110W, with
83l1<
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proper connections and a rightly cbosen distance of the compensating
roil, the altel'llating coupJe with whicb it acts on the transverse
magnet wiJl always neutralize the farces, with which t11e "l'esidual
field" acts on the alternating horizontal magnE'tization of the cylinder.
To reach ibis the coil could be shifted ánd besides there was a
shunt 8h, the resistance of wbich could be regulated, ~o tIJ at only a
larger or a smaller part of the whole current passed through the
\
compensating coil. - I
Becanse of the small changes in the terrestrial field, which ga\<e
ri&e to I"ather large changes of the residual field, the compensation
II had to be changed continnally. It could howeyer be kept constant
long enough to allow the obs~rvation of the EINsTBIN-effect.
In the last experiment it was found necessary to put an Iron care
in the compensating coil, as the latter could not be brol1ght near
enough to the cylinder.
§ 5. The cl~Ife1'ent e.l!ects.
We shall call the effect we are seeking fOl" ~he ji1'St effect and
the effect caused by the action of the resid ual field on the horizontal
magnetization of the cylinder, combined with that of the compensating coil on the transverse magnet the secO?ul.
There is however still a tldnl effect, which like ihe first consists
in aIternately du'ected impulses, acting on the cylinder at each lllversion of the current. Indeect, when the pendulum-wire leaves one
of the two copper wil'es a and b there elapses a certain time before
it makes contact with the other one. During that interval T there
is no cu l'l'en t in the apparatus. The sllspended cylinder has its
remanent magnetism, which like the magnetization existing hefore
the bl'eaking of the currenL has a horizontal component and this
component is acted on by the residu al field. This action is not nentralized in the wH,y described in II, as during the time T t11e compensating coil is without CUrr'ent, We shall call tlüs the thi1yl effect (I.
Finally thel'e is a thi1'd effect b, the dil'ection of which it is
difficult to indicate without fUl'ther examinalion. - It may as well
have the sign of the effect 3a as the opposite one.
In order to understand tbe nature of this effect, we must keep
in mind that, at each change of the dil'ection of the CUI'rent tlle
magnetization of the iron passes through a hysteresis-eycle, as IS
l'oughly shown in fig. 2, where ihe abscissae represent the intellsÎty
of the current i and the ol'diniLles tlle magnetization, OA Ol' 0 D
corresponds to the remanent magnetism, whieh remains every time
aftel' the breaking of the cnrrellt.
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(If the figure l'efers to the whole magnetic moment, the horizontal
one, on wbich the re&idllal tield acts ma)' be derived from it b,Y
multiplication by a certain constant factor).
Tbe magnetization passes through ABC or DEF in a cel'tain
~
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time 't'. 1) Now it is eviden ttbat, in the case of a perfect compeJ.
sation Il, the forces exel'ted by tlle J'esidual field would be wholly
neutl'alized, if the magnetization folIo wed the line oe. For then it
would increase proporlionally to i and so lhe action of the residual
field on the magnetic moment of t11e cylinder and that ofthe cm'l'ent
in the compensating coil on the transverse magnet would also
change proportionally to each othel'. They \ would neutl'alize ea('h
1) We may imagine thc breaking of the cmrenL and thet'efore the change represented by FGA or CHD to take place in all extremely short time, so that
the forces acting OIJ the iron during this time cannot have an appreciable influence on its motion. The interval in question may be neglecled with respect to
the time ,,' necessary for tbe changes ABC or DEF, which take place aftel' the
above considered interval T during which the remanent magnetization GA or aD
has existed. On account of the self·mduction it lasls an obsprvable time 'T' aftel'
the closing of lhe Circuit bf'fol'e the CUlTenL has reached ils full jlltensity i 1 (OK
or OL) alld the magnelic moment the corresponding value M1 (KC or LF).
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other continnaIly, because they do so at the end, when the values i l and MI are reached.
In reality however during the time 't' it is not the magnetization
Af indicated by the straight line OC that exists, but the magnetir.ation
M represented by the curve ABC. Conseql1ently the action of the
residual field on the magnetization M-Af: remains. This action gives
rise to an impulse proportional to (M- ;W) 't, if we denote by
M-M' tile mean value of the difference during the interval 't'. If
the negative values of J11--M' found between 0 and Q, surpass
the positive ones between Q and C, the mean difference M-M'
will have the same direction as the remanent magnetization OA,
which existed a moment before ánd which gave rise to effect 3a.
In this case the effects 3a and 3b have the same sign. In the case
th at has been supposed in the figure the positive valnes M-M'
are of more importance than the negative ones, so that here the
two effeets 3a and 3b have opposite signs 1) 2).
As it is desirabIe to make the third effect as small as possible,
the experiment was arranged in such a manner, that the time 't was
short. This is why I l1sed the pendulum. In order roughly to measure
the time T, the wires a and b were now connected, so that one
and the same conductor was closed by the contact of the steel wire
with a and by that with b. The conductol' in qllestion was one of
1) Here we may rem ark, that effect Sa would be preceded by au effect Sb of
the same direction as Sa itself, if the disappearing of the CUlTent taak an appre·
ciable time This follows from the circumstance th at over its whole length FGA lies
beneath the straIght line OF.
2)

(M-M') or J(M-M') dt over the time ,,' might be calculated, if we

knew. not only M as :J. funcLion of i (i. e. the exact farm of the curve in figure 2)
but also for each value of i, the number of lines of induction N enclosed by the
winding::., a llumber that might be represented by a curve similar to that in the
figure lndeed, if l' is the resistallce of the circuit and E the electromotoric force

dN

1'i=E--

dt'

or, since
1'i1
'I'

sa tha; we may write for

= E,

(il -- i)

dN

= - ,

f (M-M') dt

dt

-lfM-M'
. . dN.,
'I'

'/,l-'/,

The value of this expres sion might be derived from sufficiently accurate graphical
representations.
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the bl'anches of a WHEATSTONE bridge. If now the resistances in the
latter had been reg111ated and the pendulum passed from one extl'eme
position to the other, the breaking of the contact callsed a COl'rent
to flow through the galvanometer during' the time T. Fl'om the
sudden deflexion the length of the time T may be deduced. The
result wa~ about iö sec.

§ 6. The phase of the eff'ects.
Now the phase of the different effects will be considered in details.
Fig, 3 may be of use' for th is purpose. It represents as seen from
above the iron cylinder C, the
small magnet AB fixed to it,
the mirror E, the compensating
coil K, the telescope Land
the srale S. We sha11 call the
direction of rotation shown by
the arrow the positi \Te one. To
this rotation cOl'responds a shift
of the cross-wil'e over (he seale
to the side marked with
We shall speak of a positive
l'eversal of the current, when
+ 5
it gives rise to a nOl'th pole at the
Fig, 3.
npper end ofthe cylinder. When
all has heen 111'ranged it is easy to detel'rnine the direetion in which
the pendulnm must move if sneh a pObÏtl\'e reversal shall take place.
The molecular cmrents existing aftel' a positive reversal have
a direction opposite to that of the arrow. If these CUl'rents ronsist
in circulating negative electrons, t1le moment of momentum to
which the reversal gives l'Ïse has the direction of the al'l'Ow. The
couple acting on the cylinder must be opposite to this moment and
we may conclude: At a positive reversal the first effect consists in
an impulse in the negative direction. Of course it would be in the
positive direction if we had ro do with positive electrons.
We may rèmark here, that strictly speaking the effect we are
seeldng fol' consists in two equal impulses, the fil'st of which
(breaking of the cIU'l'ent) takes place at tlle beginning of the time
l' while the second (closing of the cm'rent) begins at the end of
this interval and lasts during the pel'Ïod T'. On account of the shortness of Tand T' we may say however, that the two impulses coincide.
It ought to be observed that, with a view to tlle appreciable

+.
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r

duration ,,/ of effect 3b, all attempt still further to shorten the
time T would oe useless.
COllnting the time from the moment of a positive revel'sal-we
may represent the couple acting on the ~ylinder in virtue of the
first effect by a line as ShOWll in fig. 4. The width of each of
the peaks will be vel'y smaIl compared with the half pel'iod (! T)
(',

{\

T

o
lT
z

u

u

Fig .. 4.

of the pendulum. Now in developing the value of the couple in
a FOURIER-Series we may con fine ourselves to the ürst term
-

,

S

4T

t

C08

23Z' T'

as it represents the only part of the couple whose action is intensified by l'esonance, whel'e S denotes the impulse of rotation
produced by one l'eVet'sal.
The thil'd effect (3a and 3b taken together) is also repl'esented
t

by a tl3rm with cos 2Jl" T' the amplitude having the same or the opposite sign aó that in tbe above expression, and we may therd'ol'e
also use an expression of the form
t
P cos 2Jl" '1'
(a)
fol' tbe effects (1,3) combined.
As to the second effect, we may repr'esent the couple acting on
the, cylinder (the couple exerted on the magnet by the compensating coil being included) by fig. 5, whel'e h may be as weIl

o

-iT

Fig. 5.
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positive as negative. Developing in a series we are led to an
expression of the form
t

q sin 2n'T

'with positive Ol' negative amplitude q.
It is seen by this, that the serond effect is aiways a qn:ll'ter of
a period in phase behind effect (1, 3).
If all the three effects exist, we may replace (cc) and ((3) bya single
alternating coupie, which determines the motion of the cylinder.
lts amplitude is V p'
q2, while its phase lies between those' of
(1, 3) and 2,
We may use this to separate the effe cts (1, 3) and 2. When, in
effecting the compensn.tion lI, we come - nearer and neal'er to
the right position of the coil K, tlle amplitude q and at the same
q2 will- decrease. Aftel' the coil has passed \thl'ough the
time V p'
q2 will il1crease again (i he resonance
position in question, V p'
nd
in the 2 effect being then caused by the action of the compensating coil on the small magnet, which now exceeds that of the
residmlrl field on tlJe cylinder). If we sllcceed in reaching a minimum
of resonancE', the effect (1,3) will be ti'ee fl'om 2 and this will be
confirmed by the phase of the effect. Sll1ce the beginning when the
second effect had the greatest influence till the minimum, when it has
disappeal'ed, the phase must have changed by a quarter of a pel'iod.
It remains to separate the effects 1 and 3 (a, b). For th is purpose
we may change by 180° the azimuth of the suspension arrangement
of tlfe cylinder. For the same state of magnetization tlle ('oupie
with which the residual field acts on it will then change its sign
and the. action of the compensating coil on the magnet fixed to the
cylinder, if we leave the CUl'l'ent in tllE: coilunchanged, vvilllikewise
be l'evel'sed. So the compensation, when it has once been reached,
will remain. But it is evident that both the effects' 3a and 3b wlll
be rcverbed. Both tile remanent ln'agnetism (OA 111 fig. 2) alld the
diffel'ence J.lf -.:.11' (that is to Slly their horiz.ontal conlponents) are
tllrned throllgh 180°, while the remaining field has not changed.
It is élear that the change of azimuth does not influence the first
effect. Thus we are able to make the effects 1 a,nel 3(a, b) act in
the same Ol' in tIte opposite sense I).

+

+

+

f

1) In reality the turnillg by 180°, by "'hich amollg other things the distance
between the magnet AB and the coi! K was altel ed more or les,>, required so
many changes in the apparatus that aftel' it a new compensatlon was necessary.
This howevel' alters nothing in the above considel'atlOns on the change of sign
of effect 3(a, b), with which we are here concerned.
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A.s to j and 3a it is easy to find out which of these two cases~
OCCUl's. We need only consider the direction of the deflexion that is
obtained, Wllen the current cansed by a positive reversal is senf
through tbe windings of the compensating coil only and not through
~
those of the cv linder.
"
811ppose e.g. the deflexion to be to the positive side. Then before
the positive l'eversal, t11e CUl'rent flowing through the coil has given
1'ise to a couple in the negative direction acting on the magnet ABby the compensating coil. But that cotiple served to neutralize the
action of the residual field on the magnetism of the cy linder. This
action the1'efore had the positive direction and the same may be
sa,id of tlle action of the residu al field on the remanent magnetism
aftel' a positive reversal. Tlms effect 3a has a direction opposite to ~
tbat of effect 1.
~

7. Desaiption of the expe7'iment.~. First different alterations of
the apparatus were tried in pl'eliminal'y experiments, but though
these gave clear indications of the effect we were seeking for, we
dld not obtain perfectly satisfactol'Y results. Then however we succeeded in making a series of experiments, by wbich the existence of the
effect became qlllte evident. At least I should think it difficult to
interpret in anotber way the result I am gOlllg to describe. I regret
that tbese obsel'vations ('ould not l1e l'epeated, as they were made
on the last day th at was at my disposal for this work.
Tlle pel'iod of the pendulum was found to be 1,856 sec., that of
the cyllllder 1,912 sec. The damping of the cylinder was so great
that the amplitude dtmil1lshed to half üs orig~nal vaille in 39 half
oscillations, while by means of an added known moment of lllel'tia
I found 0,814 gl'. cm J for that of the cylinder.
The equation of motion of t11e cylinder for free vibralions is
d2 m
dm
dt'

= -no','/] -

9 dt '

where ()) is the angle of deflexion, and g the coefficient of resistance
divided by the moment of inel'tia, while no denoies rhe fi'equency
of the free vibrations a'3 it would be without. damping. A solution
of this equation is:

if

T

_

0-

2~

Vn

ft

J_1..tl 2
4 iJ

Let us now introduce an extern al force which produces an accelera-
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tion -a cos nt. Then the fOl'ced vibrations ar~ determined by the equation
d2 m
dm
_ = _ 12 2 lIJ - q - - a cos nt 1) •
dt~

0

•

dt

lts solution is
m

. if
•

= -aq cos (nt + p),

n 2 - no 2 = q cos cp,
From th is one finds

ng

(y)

= q sin (p

and
1

1

=

1.48.
q
V(n _no2Y+u 2 g2
If tberefore there is a canse, which prodnces au acceleration
alternating with the freq uency n, the amplitude of tllis acceleration
has to be multiplied by 1,48 iu order tû obtaiu the amplItude of
the fOl'eed vibl'ation 2).
If now the arceleration i5 represented by the curve of fig. 4, so
that the area of each of the peaks is a measnre for the velocity S
al'ising from one impulse, then on development in a FOURIER series
2

the amplitude n of the first term is equal to 48 and thatofthe forced
l'

vibrations becomes
1,48 .

48
l'

319 S .

(ó)

Vi{e shaU nse this to determine the multiplication by l'esonanre.
lf the cylindel' when at rest snddenl,)' l'eceives a velocity S at tlle
time 0, the first deviation is (here' we ma)' lIeglect the dam ping)
1'0
1,912
-8=--8=0,308
2.7t'

2J!

The effeet is tl1erefore mnltiplied somewbat more than 10 times.
In my experiments the period of the external force was smaller
than that of the free vibration. As to the phase of the impressed
vibrations, it might be sllpposed to be what it would have been
without dam ping, Ol' if this exists, at a large distance from the equality
1) In th'IS equatlOn
. x, -d
dm etc. may be regarded as angle of rotatJol1,
. angu1ar
.
t
velocity etc. but also as deflexion, velo city etc. on the scale.
2) If we wholly neglect the damping, we find

1

q

1
2

n

-?lo2

1
----(1 1) = 1.5l.

431' - - -2

1'2
'1'0
Thus the damping has an influence of a fcw percent on the amplitude-factor.
\
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of fl'equency. Indeed, we can inter from the above value of cp, that
the error made on ihlS assumption is about 11°, i. e. 1ess than -h 'P.
The method, by which the phase was det81:mined, was howeve~'
not so accmate, that a diffel'ence of this _amount. could be obsel'ved.
Wblle I followed the oscillations of the cross-wire over the scaIe,
a second person looked at the penduhlID and gave a sign every
time when it passed through the position of equilibrium in such a'
,way th at a positive l'eversal of the cul'rent took p1ace. Now lob:
served, where the wil'e stood' at these moments and in what dil'ection it was moving. If we had to do with effect 1, the wire s_hould
have its gl'eatest positive deviation at the moment of a sign. Fot'
we have seen, thai at the in5tant of a positive revel'saJ, the fil'st
effect produces an impulse in negative direction. We then found fol'
the term in the FouRIER-sel'ies that IS of importance IJ,ere
2n
-acos-t
T
48
(a = T being positive). From this and (y) we infer, that, if rp is

=

neg1ecled, iG bas its gl'eatest positi\'e value for t
O.
TllÏs resnlt is contil'med by a simple l'easoning. If external forces
shall canse a body to oscillale more rapidly than it would under
the action of the elastic force aIone, they must drive it towal'ds
the position of equilibrium. Now' at the ll1stant of a positive reversal
the e~ect we want to obsel've consists in an impulse in negative
direction. If therefol'e I he cylinder shall be dri ven towal'ds t~e position
of equilibrium, it lllUSt be on the positive side of it.
As has been said al ready effect 3 (a, b) has the same or the
opposite phase as 1; if in the latter case it excceded the first effect,
we shoulcl
see the cross-wil'e just at the negative end of its oscil!
lation at the moment of a siglJ.
As to effect 2, this diffel's a quartel' of ft. period in phase from 1 ;
if it exists a1011e Ol' pl'eponclerates, as was fLlways the case befol'e
the application of compensation 1I, the wire wi\l be Ül Hs position
of equilIbrium at the moment we consider, the clirection of its
motion depending on cil'cumstances.
[f all the effects exist at the same time an intet'mediate phase
will be observed.
§ 8. Desl'l'iption of the expel'iments of Sel!ternbm' 4 th • lntensity
of the current in the coil S 29,5 milliarnpèl·es. Evel'y time before
the deiermmation of the deviation and the phase I waited during'
80 io 100 ful! periods in order that all free oscillations mig-ht be
extinct and the cylinder might perform its fOl'ced vibrations onIy.
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At fil'st the effects 1 and 3a had {be same dil'ection. Before the
compensating coil J( was put in action the amplItude amounted to
several meters; but by means of compensation IJ this could be
reduc'ed to a few centimeters. Continually changing the compensation
I made several ueterminations, 50me of whiC'h are gn'en below. The
straight lineó represent the distance over w hich the Cl'Oss-wÎl'e moves
to and fro on the seale, the 1'ight hand side being the positive one.
Beneath each line the length in em IS given. A always indicates the
position of the wire at the moment of a sign and the arrow shows
the direction in which it is then moving.
\

+

fiA
~~

II

Deviation
5 cm.

3

"

A 2 à 2.5 "
•

III

7~

IV

2.2

V

4

"
"

Azimuth of the cylinder changed by 180°. Now the effects 1 and
3a are opposite to each othel'.

VI
VII

Af-

15 cm .

•

A(,qj

10.5

VIII

~

9

IX

~f--

6.5

JJ

"

"

X

.,A~
,

4

Xl

~:

3

11

0.7

11

5

11

A

XII
XIII

41

~=7
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§ 9.

Conclusions ancl 1'em,a1'lcs.

1. The wa.)', 111 WhlCh, botb in the figmes 1- V and VI-XIII,
tbe phases succeed each other agl'ees wlth tbe foregoing considel'alion&.
Simultaneously wlth the millllllum of the amplitude 1 observed tbe
phase in whicIJ, at the moment considered the wire IS in its extreme
position. The fUl'thel' we are away fl'om the minimum, the more the
pIJase approaches th at of effect 2.
2. Tbe change in phase that is obsel'ved at the passage tbrouglf
the rnmimum (U and IV, XI and XIII) is cansed by oul' havinr, gone
too far with the compensation 11. Aftel' hadng been neutralized,
effect 2 l'eappears wIth opposite phase. It conslsted imtially in the
action of the resIdual field on the horizon tal component of the
magl1etlzatlOn, and finally 11l the opposItely directed action of thecompen&ating coil on the small magnet fixed to ihe cylInder.
3. In tbe expel'Ïments III and XII a minimum IS l'eached whIle
at the same time the phase is that of effect :1. Now in one of these
I
cases effect 3 must have had the opposite phase, so that we may
conclude to the existence of the effect we were seeking fol'. As in
XII tlIe amplitude (0,7 cm) was smaHer than in lIl, tl~is latter ,
experiment must have been the one in wbich 3a, band 1 had the
same phase. It is seen by this that tbe total effect 3a, b has had
the same phase as 3a alone.
4. For the mll1l1IlUm amphtude of the oscIllation of the wire we
ma.)' take 2 cm befol'e the change in azimnth (see experiments IIl and IV) and aftenval'ds 0,7 cm. Tbe {h'st value corresponds 10 the
sum of effects :1 and 3, the last to the dlfference of these two effects.
Therefol'e we may estimate the fil'st effect at half the sum of the
measured dlstances viz. 1,4 cm and the third êffeet at 0,6 or 0,7
cm. Of course tbe result 1,4 does not give much more than the
order of magnitude.
5. Taking this valne for the deflexion on the seale caused by
effect:1 we may make an estimate of tlle magnetie moment of the
cylInder.
Aecol'ding to (d) half the distance over whieh the wire is seen
to oscillate, is given by
3.198,
if 8 is the velocity prodl1ced by one sudden impulse. Hence
8

0.7

= -- =
3.19

which must be cOl'rected to
8 = 0.21
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on acconnt of the inclined position of the scale. As the distance
from the mirl'or to the scale is 315 cm, we find fol' the angular
velocity due to one impulse
0.21
----,.
= 3.3 X 102)<'315

4 I/scp,

'

and (using the value 0,815 gr.cm of thc moment of inertIa)
2

3.3 X 10-4 X 0.815

= 2.7 X 10-

4

fol' the corresponding moment of momentllm.
As th is is due to the change of the magnetization fl'om - S into
S, the moment of momentum corresponding to the magnehzation Sis

+

1.35

X 10-4 •

TlllS 1) must be equal to 1,13 10-7 X tlle magnetic moment of
the cylinder, so that we find for th is moment
4

1.35XI01 13X10-7

= 1200 . 2)

A rough experimental determination gave the vaIlle
1400.
6. Approximate evalnation of effect 3a.
We observed that a deflexLOn of 9,2 cm 011 tbe scale was cansed
by a current tbat dicl not pass thl'ough the w1l1dings of the lI'on
cylinder, but only through the compensating coil and Hs shunt and
the total intensity (C'lll'rent in the cOlI
current 111 the shunt) ofwhich
was 124,5 m.A. Tbe resistance of the shunt was 30 .2, that of the
coil 27 .2. The night befOl'e the cOll had been used for the compensation II in the same position and with Ihe same shunt, but tl1e11
the intensity of the C'Ul'rent had been onIy 29,7 m.A. If therefore
that Cllrrent had acted on the cylinder, it wouId have prodllced the
permanent detlexion
29.7
- - X 9.2 2.2 cm.
124.5

+

=

'rhe Ivalne of the remanent magnetism follmvs from the curve of
fig. 2, where OD: Uf( = 0.14.
Thns, the remanent magneti3m is 0,14 time CK.
The couJ-lle, witlt which thè residual field acts on the (horizontal)
magnetization haE> the same magnitude as that whkh gives rise 10
1)

A.

EINSTJ::IN

and W. J.

DJ] HAAS.

loc. cito p. 3.

2) The volume of the cylinder is 150 ems, so th at this calculation gives for the

magnetization per unit of volume 800.
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the deflexion of 2,2 cm. We may therefore say that there woûld
have been a permanent deviation of 0,14: X 2,2 = 0,31 cm, if the
cOllple with which the residllal -field acts on tbe remanent magnetisrn,had existfld permanentI)' .
'
The angulal' acceleration which this coûple may pl'orluce is fOllnd
by multiplication of the permanent deflexion by no 2 1). Thus we find
fOl" the acceleration on the scale
41. ~
n02 X 0.31
l' 2 X 0.31
3.3 cm/spc. 2•
V

=

=

o

Now tbe couple in questioll gives rise to effect 3a, wben it acts
during 810 sec. It therefore canseR a sudden cbange of velocity of
3,3

80 =

0.04

cm/sec.

As at each impulse the fil'st effect gives 1'i8e to a velocity 0,21 f'mj"ec,
effect 3a has been abollt 5 times weaker than effect 1.
7. It mnst be remarked that our conclusions are drawn from the
following phenomenon. By eontinnally regulating eompensation Il
tbe amplitude of the oscillation of the cylinder is made to pass
thl'ough a minimum, while the phase is reversed. lf it is 0 at fil'st,
it finally becomes t T, passing through t T when the amplitude is
at its minimum.
Now it might be thought, that this eould be caused by effect 2
alone without the intervention of 1 or 3. Let us suppose, that the
CUl'l'ent in the compensating coj] is first
and then inc1'eases to a
value fal' above th at which ü, reqnil'ed fol' thé compensatioll Il. Then
it might be said, that there is initially a vibration 1., caused by the
action of the residual field on the horizontal magnetism of the cylinder
and. that gradnally a second vibl'ation f.t of opposite dil'ection, caused
by the aetion of the eompensating coil on the magnet fixed to the
cylinder, is added to J•.
Now if it might be snpposed that the vibration tt had not exactly
the opposite phase as )" but a slightly different one, the value 0,
wonld not be reached, bllt only a certain minimnm and at that
minimum the phase would difl'el' t T from that of J. or p.
To this we may object that iu reality, whatever be the position
of the magnet and the axis of the compensating coil witll respect
to the hOl'izontal magnetism of the cylinder and the residual field,
the actions, which canse the vibrations }. and I-' have exactly opposite

°

1) Because if the deflection is

x, the elastic couple causes an acceleration no2x

(sec thc equation of motion).
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phases. The obsel'ved phenomena ean only be undel'stood byassuming
that besides }, and [.L there is another vibration (1 and 3), whieh
appears when ). and [.L neutralize eaeh otber.
(As, on account of the self-induction, the aetions giving rise to
A. and (1, do not begin quite simultaneonsly, this is a cause for a
smaIl diffel'ence in p!Jase. But this is just what we have called 3b,
so that ir has been taken into account.)
'rhese experiments were carrieà out in the physical laboratory of
the TEYLER-Institnte at Haarlem. I readily express my thanks to the
Direetol's of the Institute and to the Omator of the LabOI'atory for
their so kindly putting at my disposal the necessary appal·atus.

Physics. - "On the injluence of alternating cur1'ents of clecreasing
intensity on the magnetisation of iron." By Dr. G. J. ELIAS.
(Oommunicated by Prof. Dr. H. A.

LORENTZ).

(Oommunicated in the meeting of Jan. 29, 1916.)

1. It is generally Rupposed th at magnetized iron is quite demag'netized when placed in a magnetic field of alternating direction, the
intensity of which decreases to zero. It is ho wever desirabIe to investigate this process more closety. As we must then necessarily use
a definite representation about the magnetic state, we shall suppose,
referring to the considerations of WEISS, that iron cOllsists of a very
great number of "elementary erystals". Of each crystal we shall sup-pose th at its magnetic moment ran be directed along one definite
line only either in positive or in negative sense. We shall neglect
the mutual actions of the neighboming erystals. FUl'ther we shall
idealise the ('ase by supposing that there exists "complete" bysteresis,
so that all magnetie moments keep their direction, when the
magnetiziug force has vanished.
In unmagnetized state the magnetic moments are equally distributed over all directions, so that the resulting moment of the iron
is zero._ Let us now sllppose that an external magnetic force H is
working and that a· magnetic force h in a sense' opposite to that of
the magnetic moment of an elemental'Y cl'ystal is needed to let this
moment change its dil'ection. Then all those magnetic moments that
h

are lying within a cone with a top equal to 2 arc cos fl wil! do so
and tbe eorresponding elemental'y crystals contl'ibute to rhe magnetisatioll of the il'on.
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